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Curator’s Eye
Welcome to Issue Two of Edgy Ideas, the journal
of Analytic-Network Coaching. This issue has
a theme around nature and human relationships
with animals. The authors come from diverse
places; Europe, America and Australia each with a
fascinating story about their relationship and work
with animals and nature. I curate this magazine
in an emergent way, sensing what theme, articles
will emerge through what I experience.
This theme arose unplanned from out of the blue.
I received an email request from Karen Heyneman
to sign up to receive the journal and I responded
by asking where she was from. I was very, very
surprised to receive a reply saying she was a cattle
rancher living in the middle of huge open spaces
in Montana, USA. We began an email exchange
that has resulted in her beautifully written article.
At the last A-N Coach training in London, Ian a
participant shared his work with wolves which
then sparked my recollection of Susan Longs work
with horses…..and the emergent theme arrived!

Wolf-Mind

by Ian McGarry

The Talking with Wolves Coaching Programme

Nervous anticipation is how best to describe
the look on the faces of five participants’
moments before being led into one of the
secure wolf enclosures at the Wolf Science
Centre, Vienna. Nanuk and Tala approached
the electric fence, their inquisitiveness
encouraged by the sight of two of their familiar
keepers and the group of participants on the
other side. Eruptions of howling from across
the wolf park piqued the participants’ nerves
and excitation as they entered the enclosure.
The group made their way to the small tree
lined space as the wolves trotted excitedly
alongside. In the following thirty minutes,
nerves abated and a conversation ensued
between wolf and human that spoke of what
it means to have presence and to be present.
The wolves engaged unabashed, unashamed,
playful, powerful and fully present. Even the
most apprehensive was enthralled and none
emerged from the experience unchanged.

“Come forth into the light of things, let nature
be your teacher” William Wordsworth’s words
here are a distant echo of advice to overcome
what in our age, has become a chronic feeling
of lack in our psyches. As Albert Gore, US
senator pointed out “…we are dysfunctional
socially and environmentally because we are
cut-off and isolated from the world of nature
and the natural.” The ‘Talking with Wolves’
programme, developed by Ian McGarry in
co-operation with the Wolf Science Centre,
Vienna, is an attempt to re-catalyse our
development as more rounded and functional
leaders by reconnecting with nature. In this
endeavour, wolves are powerful ambassadors
who have much to teach us about ourselves, if
only we listen.
The Talking with Wolves programme offers
a supported group coaching experience to
help participants appreciate what it means to

My personal relationship with nature is very
powerful. In issue one I shared my experience
of choosing to live on the edge of Europe on the
west coast of Ireland. I include in this issue a
poem from my late son Fynn, whose relationship
to nature can be viscerally felt in his brilliant
poem. A year before Fynn wrote this poem, we
spent a month together in Nepal, where we
climbed together to the Annapurna Base Camp
high in the Himalayas. Each year we made a
pilgrimage together to Appleby Gypsy Horse Fair,
where travelling families congregated with their
pie-bald horses and colourful caravans. Sitting
around campfires at Appleby with travelling
families, climbing through the monkey filled
forests, then high above the snowline, into
glaciated valleys, hearing avalanches, passing yak
trains, and looking down on the clouds below with
Fynn were transcendental experiences that took
me to an edge that can only be related to in a
spiritual way.
I write this whilst on a plane travelling back
from my current work as a leadership technical
advisor to a global technical company in the USA.
Experiencing first hand what it is like to be part
of such a powerful global company takes me to
another edge….. but that’s for another day. Today
its animals and nature….. Enjoy the read!
Simon Western Founder and CEO
simon@analyticnetwork.com

Edgy Ideas is an online magazine sponsored by Analytic-Network Coaching Ltd.
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understand and develop ‘leadership presence’.
This term refers to how a person ‘shows up’,
how they make others feel and how effectively
they communicate verbally and non-verbally.
Leadership presence involves inspiring trust by
communicating a fundamental ‘ok-ness’ with
oneself and others.

Coaching Intervention
Our group coaching interventions consist of
two main approaches that help coachees gain
greater insight into their own behaviour and
ability to connect.

Somatic-Awareness
The first approach, ‘somatic awareness’, occurs
naturally when working with the wolves. With
wolves, we have no choice but to leave our
language and cultural behaviour at the enclosure
gate. When we engage in a conversation
that does not require human language or
symbolic form we are left with something else;
something more immediate, primal and real.
One of our roles as coaches in this experience
is to encourage our coachees to switch their
attention from their habitual social presentation
(their role, status and practiced ways of relating
to others in the human world) to a focus on
their somatic experience and thoughts. For
most participants, encountering a wolf is
such a unique event that any normal degree
of self-consciousness and pre-occupations
are automatically hijacked leaving a stronger
awareness of the ‘here and now’. As one of our
participants noted during their encounter with
one of the wolves, “everyone else disappeared, I
had no idea what anyone else was doing”.
Wolves do not share our symbolically orientated
mental life. Unlike humans, they do not extend
themselves in time, engage in ruminations
about the past and future, or worry about
issues of self-presentation. We call this for
reference ‘wolf mind’ and later in the day share
techniques to help our coachees experience
this. This ‘wolf mind’ quality may underpin
one of the more generic benefits that animals
confer in therapeutic encounter situations. The
animal’s natural inability to reflect a person’s
self-concept or social identity allows the
coachee to glimpse a different appreciation of
their ‘self’. This potentially powerful experience,
along with insightful debriefing, can provide
participants access to unresolved issues, prompt
transformational experiences and open new
avenues of self-awareness.

Sense-making
The second approach, ‘sense-making’, helps
coachees gain insight into how they personally
construe the world. While we encourage
participants to try to be present in the
experience we do so cognisant that this, for
most, is possible only for momentary periods
before habitual ways of relating to the world
return. Personal concerns, self-talk and self-

rationalisations often colour our experience of
the world. Shared accounts of inner dialogue
during the wolf encounter provide useful insight
into personal patterns of relating or distancing.
To illustrate, one participant revealed “…she
(Tala) liked Bob but not me so much”. Typically,
wolf behaviour is anthropomorphized, they are
perceived as acting with human-like intentions.
These types of accounts reveal little about the
wolf but much about how coachees construe
themselves in relation to others.
During coaching sessions, it is noticeable that
the wolves do seem to have a preference to
some participants over others. Why this is so is
not easy to explain. It could be as simple as bad
breath (wolves love bad smells!). It could also
be a part of a more complex reading relating
to trust. Certain animals are much more aware
of our arousal and emotional states than we
could anticipate. For example, a wolf’s sensory
acuity is remarkable, particularly the olfactory
and auditory senses. These abilities may enable
them to read more information about our
emotional and intentional states that we are
unaware of. Thus, we cannot mask our feelings
as easily as we can with our fellow humans.
The way the wolves relate to people in the
enclosure can be relatively unpredictable
consequently their approaching or avoiding
leaves room for projections. For example, when
accompanying some wolves on a handler-led
walk in the English countryside with a colleague
some years ago, a female wolf took an active
interest in both of us rather than the rest of
the group. She sniffed us, came close and
rubbed against our legs. This interaction elicited
a jealous response from another participant,
“what do you two have that attracted her
interest?!”. The clear irritation in their voice
betrayed their frustration at not being the
recipient of the wolf’s attention, something that
was clearly desired perhaps as some measure of
personal validation. Uncovering a participant’s
‘sense making’ of their experience affords the
opportunity for the coach to uncover limiting
beliefs, assumptions and areas of lack in the
participant’s world. These, handled carefully, can
lead to greater self-awareness.

Developing Wolf Mind
As we endeavour to help coachees gain deeper
insight into their inner needs, drives and habitual
ways of encountering the world, we move
into a middle ground between coaching (goal
orientation) and therapy (fixing the wounded
self). Like therapists, we encounter a plethora
of ego defences and rationalizations. Surfacing
unconscious patterns of behaviour can be
especially difficult in a group-coaching scenario,
for example the privacy of a one to one revelation
can be lost. The unique experiential nature of
the wolf encounter mitigates this to some extent
prompting coachees’s to share some of their
emotional landscapes and inner dialogue. These
revelations can through guided group reflection,
become a shared crucible for personal insight.
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During the second half of the day we share a
mindfulness approached called ‘wolf mind’.
By focusing on the idea of being present in
the moment without projecting, wanting or
needing, participants learn to create more
space for authentic communication. The wolves
can respond to this in surprising ways often
engaging with some much more than in the
first encounter. It’s this ability to create and
hold an uncluttered mental and emotional
space that allows room for a different type of
conversation to develop with the wolf. This can
be a powerful experience as the dialogue takes
place on a more primal register than language.
Once experienced this dialogue can potentially
resonate with some people at a very profound
level. The Talking with Wolves programme
ultimately tempts participants to experience
a sense of their own primal awareness and to
use this to authentically relate to others and
in doing so discovering a sense of their own
leadership presence.
The five coachees left the day having had
a conversation they may never have again;
with an animal they may never be as close to
again. They were smiling and deeply reflective.
Something happened within the thirty minutes
of conversation that was not expected. Tala
allowed one participant to stroke her and Nanuk
used his tongue to explore the face of another,
much to the individuals surprise and delight!
This experience absorbed the group. Every wolf
movement and interaction became a question
or response in a silent conversation. In the days
following, the coachees construed and made
sense of their personal experience in a variety
of ways, depending on their frames of reference
and willingness to deeply reflect. Everyone had
an experience to remind them that, like the
wolf, they can turn up to a situation unabashed,
unashamed, playful, powerful and fully present.
It is perhaps this memory that will stay with
them in months to come and will serve as a
reminder to practice entering their ‘wolf mind’ in
difficult work and social situations.

About Ian
Ian McGarry is a Business Psychologist,
with extensive experience working
with public and private sector
organizations Internationally. He
has over twenty years coaching and
facilitation experience. His aim is
to increase leadership capacity in
individuals, teams and organizations.
Ian specialises in coaching with the
aid of animals and has developed and
leads the Talking with Wolves event
in association with the Vienna Wolf
Science Centre.

Random
Images
Each issue I select ‘random images’ from my personal photo
collection following a process of free-association. I can’t
really explain the reason for each individual photo or their
connections, as my unconscious does the work for me.
I hope you can free-associate and make connections to your
own context and experience…. if not, I hope you enjoy the
images for what they are.
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POETRY Connections
Lynne Sedgmore is our 2017 Poet Laureate and has chosen 3 poems:
1. Fynn Western-Davey
2. Wild Geese - Mary Oliver
3. For All - Gary Snyder

In the valley it was like a destroyed earth,
It was like war, struggling wild manic chaos,
Water bubbling made by man,
Silent moving made by birds and waterfalls,
The fungi was like a thyroid,
A tangling fight winding up a tree.
It was like a supply of nature breaking through

Fynn Western-Davey - Aged 8

About Lynne
Lynne has been coaching since
1998 as well as receiving extensive
coaching from top coaches in the
UK. Her coachees are CEOs or senior
managers from the health, spirituality,
humanitarian, sports, civil service
and charity sectors. Lynne has a
Professional Doctorate in Spiritual
Leadership and in 2016 was named as
one of the UK’s “100 Women of Spirit”.
Lynne works also as a healer, soul
companion, retreat facilitator and soul
leadership developer.
Lynne has been writing poetry all her life
and her first collection “Enlivenment”
was published in 2013. Another 12 of her
poems have been published in a national
anthology alongside two UK poet
laureates and in six different publications.
Her second poetry collection will be
published in 2017. She is a mother,
stepmother and grandmother and lives
near Glastonbury in a beautifully restored
Georgian Chapel.

Wild Geese

For All

You do not have to be good.

Ah to be alive
on a mid-September morn
fording a stream
barefoot, pants rolled up,
holding boots, pack on,
sunshine, ice in the shallows,
northern rockies.

You do not have to walk on your knees for a
hundred miles through the desert repenting.
You only have to let the soft animal of your
body love what it loves.
Tell me about despair, yours,
and I will tell you mine.

Rustle and shimmer of icy creek waters
stones turn underfoot, small and hard as toes
cold nose dripping
singing inside
creek music, heart music,
smell of sun on gravel.

Meanwhile the world goes on.
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the
rain are moving across the landscapes,
over the prairies and the deep trees,
the mountains and the rivers.

I pledge allegiance

Meanwhile the wild geese,
high in the clean blue air,
are heading home again.
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
the world offers itself to your imagination,
calls to you like the wild geese,
harsh and exciting over and over announcing
your place in the family of things.

I pledge allegiance to the soil
of Turtle Island,
and to the beings who thereon dwell
one ecosystem
in diversity
under the sun
With joyful interpenetration for all.

Mary Oliver

Gary Snyder
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Leadership a Critical Text
Sage 2nd edition 2013
Author Dr Simon Western

About AnalyticNetwork Coaching

Coaching and Mentoring
a Critical Text
Sage 2012
Author Dr Simon Western

www.analyticnetwork.com
Analytic-Network coaching is an avantgarde coaching company that offers coach
training and direct leadership coaching
to individual clients and organizations at
the most advanced level in the market.
We work from a rigorous theoretical
base drawing on the latest thinking on
leadership and organisations, and the first
‘meta-theory of coaching’ (Western 2012).

Advanced Coach Training
South Africa 12-14 October
London 8-10 December

LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
The WILD Leadership Questionnaire (Western Indicator
of Leadership Discourses) is unique in the field. Drawing
on academic research it reveals the underlying leadership
assumptions that shape how you perceive leadership, how
you act as a leader and how you react to other leaders.

Discover...
What kind of leader you are, and what leadership you aspire to
Which underlying leadership assumptions dominate your
thinking and drive your actions
Why you react differently to particular leadership styles
Why your leadership approach may motivate some and
alienate others
Your leadership strengths and developmental needs

A-N Coaching Network
Delivery Network
We have a growing international body
of trained and registered A-N Coaches,
committed to developing ‘new leaders
for new times’. We offer individual and
‘organizational coaching’, that delivers
deep individual change, alongside an OD
approach that strategically aims to deliver
bespoke culture change and improved
business/service outcomes.

Learning Network
Our coaches are committed to ongoing
learning and development, sharing best
practice with each other and pushing the
boundaries of knowledge transfer.
We currently have over 200 coaches in
our network.
http://www.analyticnetwork.com/find-acoach.html

Discover the hidden leader within you! Get your unique leadership report here

www.hiddenleadership.com
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Leaders learning the
‘language of the horse’

Susan Long

Simon Western interviews Susan Long, Director of Research and Scholarship
at the National Institute of Organisation Dynamics, Australia

Simon
Hi Susan, thanks very much for agreeing to be
interviewed for Edgy Ideas. I am familiar with
your internationally acclaimed work in the field
of psychoanalysis, leadership and organisations
through our shared membership of ISPSO (www.
ispso.org). I recently became aware of your work
with horses and am intrigued and would like to
ask a few questions.
Firstly, can you briefly summarise your work
with leaders and horses?
Susan
I work with an experienced horseman, Dave
Russell. We have a joint venture called Leadership
Whispering where we use our own horses, helping
leaders to gain feedback into their behaviours.
Our programs are designed to allow participants
to explore their leadership and team work
strengths and weaknesses. As a fundamental
idea - horses don’t lie and their experience is very
much in the here and now. This means that they
give direct and immediate feedback to anyone

working with them. Quite simply, if you don’t
show leadership, the horse won’t engage with
you. If you are aggressive they will leave you
emotionally and physically if they can. If you are
not assertive they will ignore you. With the right
level of leadership, they will follow.
Simon
What can leaders learn in this process?
Susan
Our programs focus on the way participants
take up the leadership role. To the horse,
humans are predators. The human has a
focused front looking eyesight, tends to move
abruptly and directly confronts others. All this
feels predatory. Horses have all-round vision
and principally flight responses. To work with
the horse, the human has to move out of the
role of predator, into the role of leader of the
herd. Partnership comes later. Focus on role
is, therefore, critical. This role change is done
through learning and using a new language –
the language of the horse. This is a language
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based on the body not words. Even though we
may connect it with words such as ‘Whoa’, this
is often more for the human than the horse. We
teach the language of the horse and then have
our participants begin a conversation with the
horses. This means that the participant has to
gain and keep the attention of the horse and to
do this they have to develop mutual trust and
positive emotions. Once they have gained the
attention of the horse, she will watch for body
position and movement. It is extraordinarily
subtle and our participants are always amazed
at exactly how subtle this is.
Simon
So a lot of the learning is about communication.
Susan
Yes, there are many similarities between
horses and humans as well as the differences.
These similarities allow for lessons about
communication and leadership skills. For
instance, horses share with humans the basic
emotions of fear and curiosity. Temple Grandin,

A-N Coaching Purpose
a US professor of animal behaviour argues that
these are basic emotions for all mammals; more
complex emotions develop from them. Horses
are herd animals; humans are group animals. Both
respond to good leadership and good authority.
Both learn best when trust is established and
emotions are calm but infused with curiosity and
enough energy to give a new task a try.
In our programs, the participants gradually learn
how to communicate and become the herd
leader. They can’t do this by begging or cajoling
or bullying. The communication has to be clear:
“Say what you mean” and definite: “Mean what
you say”. Our leaders soon learn how their body
language is evident – to the horse and to each
other. This is because we work with groups and
how the humans interact with each other is also
up for scrutiny.
Taking up the role of leader of the herd is not
simple. Communication with the horse is not
gained once and for all. The leader has to keep
linked into his followers. This requires checking in
on the horse’s emotions, motivation and ability
throughout the work. Just like humans, different
tasks give rise to different emotions depending
on the horse’s familiarity with the task, trust
in the leader and each horse has a different
personality to which the leader must adjust.

come away having learned a lot in an engaging
environment. In the words of one participant:
“I would not have believed that I could lead a
horse through an obstacle course without using
any form of physical connection (such as a
bridle), but that is exactly what I was able to do
by the end of the day. Learning the ‘language of
the horse’ provided a highly engaging, practical
and memorable way of developing my leadership
skills and reflecting on the true effectiveness of
my communication.”
We spend time after each exercise to debrief
and make connections with leadership in
general. In particular, we want them to find
in themselves, at a subjective level, the right
balance of assertion, visioning, courage, trust,
encouragement, structure, reward, checking
back (and a whole range of leadership capacities)
needed to work with a particular horse at a
particular time, with a particular task. This
internal judgement and the self-knowledge that
comes with it is important. The programs bring
about personal change. Participants are then able
to think about using such judgement in work
situations with their teams.
Thank you Susan!

Simon
How do you embed the learning for leaders?

About Susan

Susan

Susan Long is Director of Research and
Scholarship at the National Institute of
Organisation Dynamics Australia. She is
also part-owner of Leadership Whispering
where she works with leaders and
managers, supporting their leadership
through work with horses.

In our workshops, we ask our participants to
identify their strengths and weaknesses as
leaders and we attempt to give them challenges
that address these. They work with the horses
through a series of exercises and obstacles.
Often participants come never having touched
a horse before; some even have a fear of horses
that they want to overcome. Yet with our help
and expertise in natural horsemanship, all have

www.leadershipwhispering.com.au

Coaching leaders to act
in ‘Good Faith’ to create
the ‘Good Society’
We break our purpose into three parts.

Coaching Leaders
We embrace the belief that everybody
can be a leader, not just a few people
at the top of organisations. Our purpose
is to discover and foster leadership in
unexpected places, to radically distribute
leadership and to enable it to flourish
across organisations. We call this EcoLeadership (Western 2013) because
the new paradigm of leadership we
require means leaders understanding
organisational change in terms of
influencing networks and eco-systems
made up of technology, people and the
environment.

‘Good Faith’
To be the best leader (and the best human
being we can be) we have to live and work
from a place of ‘Good Faith’. This is based
on Jean Paul Sartre’s writing, and it means
to live with authenticity, values, courage
and integrity. Our coaching purpose is
work in good faith, and to coach clients to
work in Good Faith, by focusing on selfknowledge, and helping them courageously
embrace sadness and difficulties, as well
as celebrate life’s beauty, joys and gifts, so
that they can feel authentic, confident and
centred, both personally and in their work.

‘Good Society’
‘The ‘Good Society’ is not a utopian end
point to achieve; it is an ethical statement
of purpose about creating a better world.
Creating the Good Society is both an
aspiration and a here and now reality.
For example, ending world hunger is an
aspiration we can strive for. We can also
create the ‘Good Society’ in our everyday
experiences, by co-creating with others
spaces and places of good-will. When we
help another or share something mutually
good such as experiencing generosity,
community and friendship, we are creating
the Good Society in the ‘here and now’.
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Cattle Ranching
on the Edge

Karen Heyneman

I live in edges. And at times, it makes me edgy.
It’s not just me. All the creatures that reside in this
border zone sometimes live on edge.
My husband and I are cattle ranchers near
Fishtail, Montana (population 40). Our ranch,
Bench Ranch, sits up against the AbsarokaBeartooth Wilderness Front, the mountain range
that forms the border between south-central
Montana and Yellowstone National Park,
Wyoming. On Bench Ranch, the edges of private
land meet the boundaries of protected public
lands in a zone that western conservationists
refer to as the “rural/wilderness interface.”
There are all kinds of ways to think about this
boundary zone, but many of the descriptors are
over-contrived and over-simplified: ranchlands
are agriculture, wilderness is uncultivated;
ranches are managed by humans while Mother
Nature rules in wilderness; rural areas are
warm, friendly places filled with people bound
together in community, but wilderness is empty,
inhospitable and often, just plain scary. The
ranch is us and ours, and over the fence is Other.
One more, more true: ranches are stocked with
domesticated animals: cows, sheep, horses,
mules, dogs, chickens, cats. We have all these
on our place. And wilderness? It’s filled with
wild animals: elk, deer, foxes, blue herons, bald
eagles, mountain lions, grizzly bears, and wolves.
All these we have on our place too.
For most of the year, the big predators (dubbed
“charismatic mega-fauna” by biologists) make
a living up in the wilderness, on wild game. But
they occasionally dine on calves and ewes and
hens and pets. It doesn’t happen farther down
valley in Fishtail, the little town with the post
office and the bar. The bloodshed happens upriver in our country, next to the mountains, in
the private/public lands edges, and it makes us
all watchy, edgy.
On Bench Ranch, we practice Holistic
Management, a method of managing rangelands,
waterways, livestock and people for the optimal
health of all. To encourage grass (and discourage
weeds), we utilize intensive, rotational grazing:
we graze our cattle in big, close bunches, and
then move them to the next pasture before they
eat the grass down too far (overgrazing). This

means we saddle up and ride our mules nearly
every day, moving the cows to the next pasture,
the next one and the next one, and so on, all
summer, until the growing season slows and the
grass begins to cure.
Some mornings, when we ride up on the cows,
they are relaxed – eating, drinking, jockeying
around the salt block, or laying down in social
groups chewing their cud. We give them a
moment to get up and stretch, then garner their
fuller attention and let them know it’s time to
move on. Another of our management tools on
the ranch is Low-Stress Livestock Handling.
Our moves are deliberate, but low-speed – the
“go slow to go fast” idea. Cows are highly
social and herd-bound animals, so even while
we’re pressuring them to move, if we give their
natural social behaviors just enough room, the
strays will gather themselves up with the rest
of the herd. If we’re doing it right, we’re making
our ideas the cows’ ideas. On these kinds of
mornings, it all just flows. It’s like moving a
dry-land river of soft hooves and swinging tails,
shiny backs and flickering ears.
Other mornings, it’s a different story. The cows
are all up – pacing the fence line, or standing off
in a tight bunch. They notice us immediately and
face us directly. Getting them to move is nearly
impossible. They are balled up and sticky, and
instead of quietly facing into the direction we’d
like them to move and stepping off, they swing
around, stand planted, and stare at us. They’re
on edge.
What happens next is never surprising, but
always unwelcome. Dally, my mule, gets tense
and short-coupled. My husband’s mule, Annie,
gets watchy and breathy. Their long ears stand
straight up and full forward, like good soldiers
on alert, and neither of the mules wants to walk
out very badly; their focus is less on us and what
we need to do, and far more on the environment
and the electric energy in it. For a moment,
even my husband and I pay less attention to the
cows. We survey the border fences, watch each
other from across the pasture, and check in with
what we’re seeing, if anything. We’re edgy.
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About Karen
Karen Heyneman is a rancher, a pilot, a
Harvard Presidential Scholar and graduate.
At Harvard, Karen studied Leadership
and was a Teaching Fellow for Adaptive
Leadership. Post-graduation, she was
part of a teaching team that delivered
Group Relations workshops to Harvard
graduate schools. Karen’s prior professional
career includes work for conservation
organizations focused on land issues in the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.

On these mornings, the moves take considerably
longer. And while I’m quite sure the cows prefer
the absence of our company to the presence
of it, once we get them organized and moving,
they seem to gain a purpose stronger than their
agitation. The energy changes from charged
disorganization to group life in purposeful
pursuit (enhanced by the promise of fresh feed,
of course). Nothing like a good walk with one’s
own society to calm the nerves.
We haven’t had a cow killed by a predator, yet,
but our neighbors Ron and Peggy have. It was a
wolf kill, and it wasn’t pretty. Here is the proper
use of the word “carnage.” While the whole
episode was very distressing, Ron and Peggy
have been made financially right – there is a
fund in place to reimburse ranchers for livestock
depredations by wolves. And had Ron or Peggy
caught the killers in the act, they would have
been within their rights to shoot the wolves
dead. (For many in ranching country, wolves
are so reviled they have been killed outside this
depredation rule, known more locally as “shoot,
shovel and shut-up.” On this non-wild side of
the boundary, savage predators are managed,
one-way or another.)
The thing is, the wolves have not always been
here. In the early years of the 20th century,
the wolf was Public Enemy #1. After a brutal,
decades-long campaign of bounty-hunting,
strychnine poisoning and steel leg-hold
trapping, in 1930 the last wolf in Yellowstone
was shot and killed by a federal agent of the
U.S. Biological Survey. Then, 65 years later, after
a decade-long battle between governmental
agencies, community stakeholders and
conservation non-profits, the U.S. Government
brought them back.
My father-in-law and I worked with the lead
conservation group responsible for the wolf
reintroduction, a heretical stance among
ranchers. Why bring back the thing that wants
to eat your paycheck? For this, among our
neighbors and in our community, we were
way over the edge. We had crossed over a
philosophical and vocational boundary and

became other, like the wolves. It made (and can
still make) us all edgy to be around each other.
Our stance had support, but it came from
outsiders – the biologists and park managers and
conservationists. We saw that Yellowstone was
becoming overgrazed; too many deer and elk were
causing harm to the grass in the rangelands and
the willows of the waterways, exacerbated by the
fact that there were no natural predators to bring
their numbers down or “move” them to a fresh
patch of grass. Even though this was wilderness,
it was in fact being managed, just not very well.
It was an ecosystem out of balance and on the
edge of decline.
22 years later, Yellowstone is healthier. And the
edginess between Ron and Peggy and us, while
always there, is not necessarily unhealthy. In
conversations over our shared-edge fence lines,
we hear their perspectives on why the goddamn

government is bad or Hillary should be hated.
They listen to our reasons why a Citizen’sInitiated Zoning District is good and will help
protect our backyard foothills from predators
like oil and as developers. They help us get our
bulls out of their pasture; we help them load
their cows on shipping day. They make fun of us
because we ride mules instead of horses, and we
tease them about their dumb dogs.
At our political interface, we blue liberal
democrats engage with the red conservative
republicans. We wince; they shake their heads.
Some of our conversations have more of an
edge to them than others, and we all get a little
watchy. But we’re still talking and I believe we
always will. What we appreciate together is
how far off the edges of any political power map
Montana really is, so in the end, all our politics
are local, and what we’ve got is each other.

This doesn’t mean I don’t get lonely for more blue
company. I do. Drawing sustenance by reading
edgy journals from far-flung places about work
I used to do in the big, brainy city helps. And if
I miss feeling like I’m having any real impact in
making the world a better place, I can look to
my own animals and acres and adversaries, and
feel as if I’m stewarding good society here. If
our neighbors and us are making just one drop
of purple out here in this vast sea of red under
Montana’s Big Sky of blue, then in these troubling
times, that’s something I suppose. For in the end,
for this kind of work, I think edges are required.
Even if they make us edgy.
Karen Heyneman
Bench Ranch
Fishtail, Montana
May 19, 2017
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Events
We are delighted to announce three new coach training sessions

Analytic-Network Advanced Coach Trainings
1. South Africa, 12-14 October 2017

Click here to download

2. London, UK, 8-10 December 2017

Click here to download

3. Moscow, Russia, 11-13 May 2018

Contact irenizotova@yandex.ru

Future Advanced Coach Training Courses
We are planning new Advanced coach training sessions in 2018: In USA, London, possibly Singapore
or Australia. Contact us for information or look at our website for updates.

Dr Simon Western

www.analyticnetwork.com/advanced-coach-training.html

Free Webinar

To attend click here

“Coaching New Leaders for Networked Society” by Dr Simon Western
Thu, Jul 20, 2017 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM BST . This Webinar is sponsored by International Coach Federation (ICF).

WOW! Women of the World Program 2017
Experience is the object. Practice is the outcome.
Ever think about the impact women working together on the gender gap, inequality and the
integration of masculine and feminine energies could have on roles and leadership in organisations?
http://www.tglp.ee/wow

Purpose Power Presence

Click here for more infomation

Become the Leader you want to be. Programmes for Women Leaders. London, June and October 2017

News
Simon is collaborating with two global tech giants on
Leadership development – Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard
taking A-NC ideas into exciting new places.

Research Funding
A-NC recently won Research Grant by Further Education
Trust for Leadership (FETL), UK to carry out research in Further Education and skills sector.
Anyone with connections in the FE sector in UK or Northern Ireland, please contact us.

Click here to purchase this book
1. Hetty Einzig’s new book published by Routledge
The Future of Coaching: vision, leadership and responsibility in a transforming world

2. Simon’s new book on Global Leadership will be published in 2018, Sage Publications
Global Leadership Perspectives: Insights and Analysis
Eds. Simon Western Eric-Jean Garcia
3. Simon is consistently in the top 1% of academics on academia.edu and you can find papers and
short essays and thought pieces
Click here

WILD Leadership Questionnaire is now being used by FT 500 leading companies and
by our coaches in their work with leaders. Go to www.hiddenleadership.com to use this powerful
leadership and coaching tool.

Magazine Founder & Curator
Dr Simon Western
Chief Executive of Analytic-Network Coaching
President-Elect, International Society for the
Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations

Simon’s diverse career history gives him a
deep understanding of the human issues and
challenges of today’s workplaces. Previously a
general and psychiatric nurse, psychotherapist
and family therapist; and university academic
teaching internationally, Simon draws on
an unusual depth and breadth of experience
when coaching and consulting to leaders and
their organizations. Recent Clients include
Hewlett Packard, Global OD Team HSBC
Bank, Global OD and HR team, Caterpillar,
Snr leaders London Business School, Health
CEO’s, National Educational leaders, coaching
ex-CEO of a Global Bank and IMD business
school leadership team.
His main role now is developing AnalyticNetwork Coaching Ltd which he founded to
radically change the way coaches work with
leaders and organizations. Within the first
2 years over 200 international coaches are
trained and registered with A-N Coaching Ltd.

International Publications

Publications

Adjunct Professor University College Dublin

Simon has international experience as a
strategic consultant and leadership coach
and delivers keynote speaking on the topic of
‘Eco-Leadership’ and creating ‘new leadership
for new times’. Having authored two
internationally acclaimed books on leadership
and coaching, his expertise is in developing
leadership for today’s networked society.

Click here & sign up to receive
the next edition of Edgy Ideas
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Leadership a Critical Text
Sage 2nd edition 2013
Coaching and Mentoring a Critical Text
Sage 2012
Global Leadership Perspectives
(forthcoming Sage 2016)

